
SOLVED CASE STUDY ON BCG MATRIX

BCG Matrix: Portfolio Analysis in Corporate Strategy In case something might happen to the camera industry for
instance, Samsung is still.

Mapping multiple strategic options will allow you to compare and contrast strategic choices so that you may
drive towards the most viable alternative. Business should rely on management judgement, business unit
strengths and weaknesses and external environment factors to make more reasonable investment decisions.
Henderson, B. Where do you put most of the money and where should you perhaps divest? Some source
interviews were conducted for a previous version of this article. It has potential to gain market share and
become a star, which would later become cash cow. Customers need more than 1 touchpoint to get started
using your goods. Companies are advised to invest in question marks if the product has the potential for
growth, or to sell if it does not. The main purpose of the BCG Matrix is therefore to make investment
decisions on a corporate level. In general, they are not worth investing in because they generate low or
negative cash returns. This helps Samsung to cope with the financial setback elsewhere. As a consequence, the
sale of the Cash Cows is guaranteed. Before you can even start to expect to earn their organization, you should
demonstrate your capacity to deliver on what your product or service promises. Some products remain stuck as
a Question mark and become Dogs at an early stage. As an example, imagine you need to make an investment
decision Question: In which business segments should we invest further? High growth products require cash
inputs to grow. Generally this unit is largely worthless to the company in terms of earning potential but may
afford other benefits to the company such as the creation of jobs as well as synergies that assist other business
units. This is because a firm that produces more, benefits from higher economies of scale and experience
curve, which results in higher profits. If there would be no support for cash cows, they would not be capable of
such innovations. Stars The Stars are business units with both high market share and a high growth industry.
As a consequence, it may suggest information concerning the identifying qualities of a certain individual.
Stars can eventually become cash cows if they sustain their success until a time when the market growth rate
declines. One of the dimensions used to evaluate business portfolio is relative market share. Though these
products provide employees jobs and possibly result in revenue or cost synergies, the opportunity cost of
utilizing resources for other favorable products is too high. This analysis used the annual report for its figures
which can be found here. As a consequence the space is currently completely saturated. As an example, a web
business will not be as concerned about environmental factors as a waste management company is going to
have to pay additional attention to environmental aspects.


